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I.- THE NEED FOR ETHICS

1.- In democratic societies, it is taken as a truism that the future of nuclear energy depends on

its acceptance by the civil society, which is more akin to moral values than attached to

economical or technical factors. It takes the decision of four parties to agree to a minimum

of ethical considerations to start a rational discussion on the future of nuclear power: the civil

society, the electrical companies, the regulatory organizations and the political parties. Each

one of those has a different commitment and responsibility and therefore a different idea of

the ethics of such decision. It will be better to analyze each case.

II.- THE RIGHTS OF THE CIVIL SOCIETY

2.- The ethical principles guiding the behavior of the civil society have been very well established

since the French revolution and their definition is imbedded into the 1948 United Nations'

declaration on human rights. The so called first generation of human rights is based on the

freedom of each individual and it constitutes the corner stone of any democracy and open

society. The second generation of human rights is based on the word equality, with the

meaning of each individual having equal access to economic, social and cultural assets. The

third generation of human rights, not yet universally recognized in a formal way. is

summarized in the word solidarity, meaning that everybody has the right to be born and to

live in a healthy environment, free from any type of contaminant, and in a world where wars

do not happen.

3.- In the context above, from the point of view of the civil society, any rational discussion on

the future of nuclear power should contemplate how it may affect the individual values:
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freedom of actions, well-being and personal satisfaction:, the social values: justice, information

and economic development, and the environmental values: resource sustainabilitw

environmental protection and absence of war.

4.- The individual values are shaped by big science and technology. The freedom of the

individual is guarantied by democracy, but technology is a modern slavery which forces

people to follow the dictate of the machine and the propaganda path. Nuclear energy also

enslaves the reactor operators -the control room of a nuclear power plant has to be inhabited

at all times-, but this happens in many other professions and it is the way of life of the

persons and their families. Nobody can dictate the acceptable level of happiness, personal

satisfaction and well-being of others, been this a very subjective proposition, but the well-

being of society is considered proportional to the technical progress. It is true that ionizing

radiation may limit life and affect the Stealth of the individual; therefore, this aspect should

be thoroughly discussed in any debate on nuclear energy, mainly on the ways and means by

which such radiation is prevented to be in contact with man, both during normal operation

of the reactor and under accidental conditions.

5.- The societal values are also shaped by big science and technology. Social justice is also

guarantied by democracy -the laws of the country have to be respected and the violators arc-

punished- but the laws can be unjust and therefore moral justice is also needed. Society also

demands communication and dialogue; there should be a communicative, ethics, also called

dialogwal or discursive, to guaranty that all parties discuss rationally and can understand each

other. This particular aspect is of the utmost importance in any discussion on nuclear energy.

The civil society has also the right to request that there is a balanced and well distributed

economic development resulting from any industrial activity. In this particular case it should

be taken for granted that the production of electric current, in the amounts necessary, ai a

reasonable cost, and with no harm to the health and safety of the people, it is reasonable

proposition that the civil society should accept.

6.- The environmental values are growing in importance and interest; in fact, it is here where

most of the controversy on nuclear energy stays. One of the advantages of nuclear energy is

the resource sustainability, at least in relation to the fossil fuels: gas, oil and coal. The energy

potential of a kilogram of uranium-235 is three million times that of coal. The use of the

uranium-238/p!utonium-239 and thorium-232/uranium-233 cycles guaranties the availability
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of nuclear fuel for centuries at actual and foreseen levels of consumption. The fact that these

metals do not have other substantial uses, makes them even more attractive. But

environmental protection needs to be ensured. Nuclear power plants emit radioactive

contaminants during normal operation and have the potentiality to produce extensive

contaminations in case of accidents, as in the case of Chernobyl-4. This is indeed the

peculiarity of nuclear energy, it is the subject that has originated most of the controversy and

needs to be the object of any discussion on the future of nuclear power.

7.- The fission process also produces minor amounts of solid radioactive waste, in comparison

with the enormous energy liberated; a fraction of such waste is highly toxic and long lived.

The operation and mainly the dismantling of nuclear facilities also produces relatively large

amounts of low and very low level waste. The handling and final disposal of such waste.

mainly the high level-long lived one, affects the rights of future generations and it brings the

principle that the present generation, the one obtaining the benefit, should not put future

generations at risks superior to the ones acceptable today. This is a highly debatable subject.

bringing into the discussion the whole issue of intergenerational relationships and how

progress, and also risks, are being transmitted from one generation to the next. The technical

issue is to recycle such way and to eliminate its radioactivity by transmutation or other means.

not yet discovered, as the way to solve the problem.

8.- The big questions: is nuclear power related to war? or, could nuclear power prevent war?

need also a considerable debate. There is no question that nuclear energy was used to secure

the end of World War II, before any civil application, but it is also true that the technology

in nuclear weapons is different from the one in nuclear reactors, although plutonium. a

strategic material, is there produced. It has to be recognized that nuclear deterrence practiced

by the big superpowers has prevented war. The 1968 Non Proliferation Treaty has also served

to prevent the horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons.

III.- ETHICS IN ELECTRICAL ENTERPRISES

9.- Any electrical company has the responsibility of producing electrical current: (a) to increase

the well-being of the individual and the society; (b) to contribute to the economic development

of the country, and (c) to promote human development. In doing so it has: (1) to consider the
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work-force and the capital invested; (2) to make si sure that economic benefit is achieved to

make new investments, and (3) to secure {lie continuity and viability of the enterprise. The

most significant aspect is that electrical enterprises produce a social benefit, fact which must

be acknowledged by the civil society. As any other, the electrical enterprise also needs a code

of ethics, although of a different nature from that of the civil society. The enterprise must

first respect the three generations o sets of human rights already discussed. Leadership has

to be democratic as a way to respect the individual rights. The enterprise, as a whole, has to

be conscient of the social nature of its mission, although not forgetting the economical

interest. The production of electric current and its distribution and use by society and industry-

has to be clone in such a way that the health and safety of the people is not jeopardized and

the environment is not affected above tolerable limits. But, it aiso has the obligation of

looking into the future, mainly the production technology to be used in the long range, what

brings those enterprises into the nuclear debate, where difficulties arise related to: credibility,

information policy and the decision process itself.

10.- The lack of credibility in the electrical enterprises is in the roots of the social attitude against

nuclear energy. Therefore, means ami ways should be found to restore sue!) credibility, in

the past, the price of the kilowatt-hour was under government control and those enterprises,

aware of their social end, did not pay much attention to ethical principles, in the sense that

major decisions, such as building a nuclear power plant, were not seriously discussed with

the affected society. In addition, poor operating experience and incidents were not

communicated readily in the past creating a credibility gap. Nowadays, electrical companies

believe that adhering to even a minimum code of ethics does pay. But restoring confidence

is an attitude needing time to be noticed and this time may be too short for a meaningful

decision, such as using snore nuclear power in the near future.

11.- It should be recognized that paternalism is a situation close to complex technological

applications, such as nuclear energy. The difficult to understand and many times exoteric

nature of nucicar science and technology makes most citizens incompetent in the matter,

except a small elite of specialists, who have previously made a considerable effort !o

understand such complex subjects. In the past, when the first large nuclear power pi'ojecis

were being developed, to convince apprehensive citizens it was frequently said "have

confidence in the experts", reason which is not accepted today and it certainly contributed to

enlarge the credibility gap. But the contrary is also a form of paternalism, and even tyrannv.
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i.e. "as we do not understand it, let us get rid of it and its benefits", used by the opponents.

12.- The concept of communicative, dialogical or discursive ethics is a principle which must be

supported by the electrical enterprise and it is also in the roots of public acceptance of nuclear

technology. But such principle requires at least three conditions to be satisfactory: (1) The

dialogue has to be comprehensible, what demands a big effort from both the one who speaks

and the one who listen and a level of knowledge which is not always available. (2) The

information which is transmitted among the participants has to be true and confirmed and not

based on the perception of the one given the information, as it is aften the case. (3) Finally

the parties involved need to have the intention of coming to a consensus and behave correctly.

Without these three basic questions there is no room for communicative ethics.

13.- The ethics of business, in general, and that of electrical enterprises, in particular, is never an

ethics of prohibition but of the best way to take decisions, which must always include a moral

attitude. To achieve that, three main elements are to be considered: (a) the process the

enterprise has been established to take decisions, (b) the production system and its

maintenance and (c) the culture that the enterprise has created. The three are important when

considering nuclear power plants.

14.- The process of decision may have an impact on the safety of the plant. The electrical

enterprises, mainly forced by public opinion, have created the sentence "safety first",

sometimes adding "any other consideration, even economy, comes well behind safety". This

is a fallacy of the industry, who should never forget that its main responsibility is the social

duty of producing electricity, although without impairing the health and safety of the public

and without a negative impact on the environment. The two aspects: economic production and

safety in operation, should come together, on equal bases. Economic production of electricity

is a need, safety in operation is a must. Therefore, the process of decision should always be

based on the need to produce electricity in a safe manner, without separating the two. In

addition, the decision taking process has to comply with the safety regulations and be

democratic.

15.- The technology used in producing electricity and the maintenance thereof has to be considered

with the utmost interest. The electrical enterprises operating nuclear power plants need to

keep their systems safe through maintenance, vigilance and repair. Aging of components.
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systems and structures has a new dimension, not to be ignored. Safely indexes have been

established to measure the safety level of such plants. Likewise, the radioactive releases to

water and air have to be carefully measured and methods have to be in place to measure any

potential environmental effect. Al! this valuable information must be published in a way thai

can be understood by the layman, with the added benefit that it may .serve to dissipate doubts

on she potential radiological impact of the nuclear power plant. But the electrical enterprise

has also the duty of looking into new and better production facilities by establishing new

requirenients, so that manufacturers could comply with the intended desires. The European

Utilities Requirements for new nuclear power plants constitute an advanced example of a new

philosophy in which ethical principles are embedded.

16.- Having a sound culture makes any enterprise a moral organization in the sense that it will

increase human relations and give to them a moral meaning. Moreover, it will also serve to

better justify any decision regarding the productive system. Electrical enterprises operating

nuclear power plants have readily accepted the concept of safely culture, born after die

Chernobyl-4 accident, with the meaning that the whole enterprise, from the management

down, considers that any decision regarding the nuclear power plant has to take nuclear safeiv

into account through an elaborate and formal process. This concept has been developed hy

the competent Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) of the International Atomic hnergs

Agency (IAEA). Safety culture is a new philosophy, a new way, thorough and

comprehensive, of taking decision to preserve safety without impairing economy, it was said

that the lack of safety culture caused the Chernobyl accident.

IV.- ETHICS IN REGULATORY ORGANIZATIONS

7.- The production of electrical energy from nuclear fuels is a hazardous operation, as radiation

and radioactive products are also produced. Therefore, it should be kept under control, either

by the industry itself or, more commonly, by governmental organizations specifically created

to that purpose in accordance with well established laws and regulations. There is no question

that regulatory organizations should firmly comply with me corresponding statutes but, should

they go beyond that into the moral field?. Only very few regulatory organizations haw

established codes of ethics, and ethics is very rarely discussed among regulators within

international organizations or in conferences. In democratic societies, nuclear regulators
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bodies have three main roles in controlling nuclear applications and the use of nuclear and

radioactive materials; they are: (1) the power to elaborate and propose the basic laws, the

decrees of government, the ministerial orders and the safety guides to which the users have

to adhere; 2) the means to verify that such laws and requirements are properly complied with

• and deviations are readily corrected, and (3) the power to judge the conduct of the users when

they introduce malpractices or go into unacceptable deviations. Three key words describe the

activities above: power to legislate, verify and enforce. Not always those powers are invested

into a single organization, -it is clear that the basic legislation has to be approved and enacted

by the Parliament and penal enforcement corresponds to the judiciary-, but in all cases those

three basic activities have to be covered in the most formal way.

18.- The regulations, mainly the ones related to the more technical details, may be unjust in their

conservatism, which is normally introduced in regulating technical systems when there are

gaps in knowledge or lack of operating experience. Such conservatism frequently has a

negative impact on the economy of the productive system and so is unjust to the producer.

The regulatory organization needs to recognize the obligation of gaining knowledge through

research and the analysis of operating experience to reduce the unnecessary burdens

previously imposed. Verification of compliance is based on inspection and evaluation by

independent highly qualified experts using advanced and well validated tools. The basic

ethical principle here is the independence of judgement of the experts and all types of

administrative means should be established to secure such independence. Finally, the

enforcement process is also based in the judicial system of the country. Most of the non-

compliances will be related to administrative and technical matters, but there could also be

criminal charges in case of accidents producing nuclear damage to lives and properties.

Again, the ethical principle here is the independence of the judges.

19.- The regulatory organizations have also suffered, as the electrical enterprises, from a

credibility gap when confronted with the civil society. In early times, the governments

themselves were the promoters and at the same time the controllers of nuclear technology.

This lack of independence, now solved, caused a lack of credibility, which must be restored.

The moral authority of the expert is a first requisite that civil society will require to accept

the information provided. But moral integrity demands from the experts serving in regulatory

organizations a right personal conduct, an absolute transparency in the activities performed

and an exquisite independence from any other interest effecting the activity.
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20.- The Saws creating regulatory organizations establish that civil society should be periodically

informed on the activities performed to insure the required safety level for the installations

and practices under control. There is aiso the requirement that information should be

promptly given in case of incidents or accidents with some significance. This previously

called communicative ethics is certainly in piace in all democratic societies. The present

communication technology favors the distribution of such news through national and

international channels. But the same technology is also utilized, with larger efficiency, by

media or by interested non-governmental organizations, to transmit the same news but with

disregard for the authentic case and including subjectivity. The civil society has to understand

that, in democratic societies, any authenticated piece of news comes from the official bodies,

which may take some time to produce, generally after the more agile, less authentic news.

provide by media. .

21 . - The ethical principle of independence of the regulatory organization, as a whole, or that of

each one of its members, is probably the most significant value. The independence of

regulation from promotion was easily identified and solved, but there are many more subtle

dependencies which have to be contemplated. First of all, the regulator is never completely

independent from, the regulated in the technical side. The process of verifying compliance

requires the transfer of information, the verification of equipment, the measurement of

samples and the interpretation of the norms. There shoukl be meetings between experts from

both sides and in many countries there are residents inspectors from the regulatory organiza-

tions assigned to a given nuclear power plant. This boundary of human relations may be made

permeable to evil influences, what must be avoided. The top level regulators, both individual

administrators or collegiate bodies, arc nominated by politicians and depend on them for then

continuation or re-appointments. This may create dependencies which could curve the

decisions of the regulatory body towards the desires -both for or against- of the politician in-

charge. Means have to be instrumented to preserve the value of independence, recognizing

that knowledge, expertise and competence are the best attributes for gaining independence.

V.- ETHICS IN POLITICS

22.- in our democratic societies, politicians have two main responsibilities: enact legislation and

rake actions, always within the law. to increase the well-being of the citizens. But politicians
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could be in two quite different situations: those in power and the ones in the opposition. In

both cases, having the power is the ultimate desire and they try either to keep it or to acquire

it, in all cases to implement, within the limits of the system, their ideas of happiness and

well-being of the served society. The big sciences and technologies, and their influences on

the life of the society, are contemplated and discussed in depth; nuclear technology is also

receiving considerable attention within the political parties. In the past, most politicians, of

all tendencies, were very much in favor of using nuclear energy; nowadays the political

parties are either hostile or neutral to nuclear. In some democracies the governments have

either banned nuclear energy or are trying to phase it out.

23.- Political decisions regarding technology, and also nuclear technology, have to be based on

technical and economical facts and also on moral grounds. Politicians are really the ones who

have formally declared the rights of the civil society, they have also decided that electrical

enterprises have a social end and have enacted the laws creating the regulatory organizations;

therefore they should be the guardians of all the ethical principles described above, but the

question is, should they also have a code of ethics?. There is no question that such code is

needed when deciding about the future of nuclear technology and that such code demands

knowledge and honesty.

24.- It has already been said that acquiring knowledge and understanding on nuclear technology

is a painful activity, but the politician has a host of experts who can provide that knowledge

when consulted; therefore consultation with the experts should be taken as a major principle.

But knowledge is not only based on rationality, neither on perception alone. The best

knowledge to take sound decisions is a balanced combination of rational knowledge and

perceptive knowledge plus moral considerations, which the responsible politician should

achieve.

25.- Honesty is the major value demanded from politicians, mainly in times of elections, when

impossible promises are formulated to gain votes. A statesman will never do that, even at the

risk of losing, but a bad politician often puts honesty at stake. Nuclear energy is one of the

issues frequently quoted. It is known that there are big sectors of the population who are very

apprehensive about nuclear energy and there is also a widespread radiophobia, it is then

tenting for political parties to announce that they will be phasing out nuclear power plants.

or introducing a moratorium in the construction of new plants, just to gain more votes.
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although they may not be completely convinced on the reason for that decision, if taken

without consultation and some rationality this should not be considered honest behavior.

VI.- EPILOGUE

26.- In democratic societies the future of nuclear energy should be considered as a strategic issue

for the country and it should therefore be rationally discussed from every angle, including the

moral aspects; within their own political parties, politicians should be leading such

discussions. The potentialities of nuclear technology to comply with and respect the human

rights, including those of future generations, need to be evaluated. The social obligation of

increasing the well-being of the civil society through the availability of sufficient and reliable

electrical energy should be considered a primary condition. The risks associated to nuclear

power plants and related activities must be recognized and the nature and functions of

regulatory organizations discussed, mainly their independence of judgement. A set of ethical

principles regarding communications need to be in piace to assure democratic decisions. Ail

concerned parties should participate with the best of the intentions. The human rights of the

third generation, those related to the environment, should be given the needed attention, to

prevent that the vanguards of the new revolutionary movement of ecologists produce

unnecessary victims within the nuclear power plants.


